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Autobiographical Influences Comic

Make a short comic about yourself  by using at least three instances where you directly 

reference the style from 3 different artists (comics or related) that you admire or were 

influenced by as a way to tell your narrative. Play with it, see if  it gives you any ideas about 

your own drawing process, your style, composition ideas. It's a chance to learn a bit about 

your own comics making by adopting the look of  others. See my example "bi(bli)ography" 

and R.Sikoryak's "iTunes Terms & Conditions" adaptation - all of  which i linked to above... 

Have fun with it!



Autobiographical influences



Autobiographical pt. 2
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• Hello Kitty

• The Wok: A Chinese Cookbook by Gary 

Lee (illustrated by Mike Nelson)

• Disney Princesses
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• Pearls Before Swine

• Cardcaptor Sakura

• Fruits Basket

• Kitchen Princess





I didn't grow up reading comicbooks, so I focused 
more on my growth through the other types of art I 
obsessed over.

The artists I reference are Ezra Keats (and E. H. 
Shepard's Wind in the Willows), Dav Pilkey, Patrick 
McDonnell, whoever out there writes the How To 
Draw series, Ben Konietzko and Michael DiMartino, 
and Hiromi Arakawa











So I didn't really read comics growing up and I found that I didn't know which artist to 

copy since I didn't know many. So I decided to focus my autobiography on my life and 

evolution in creating even mentioning comics class.

The story tells about young Ily (me) and how she loved drawing and didn't care about 

anything. Then as she grew older she started caring what others thought and said about 

her work, which resulted in her drawing less and less. Then as she takes more classes 

which encourage art, creating, drawing and doodling she finds her self  in her flow 

again and enjoys it.

The 1st top panel is animator and creator of  Powerpuff girls Craig McCracken. The 

beginning of  my story talks about my life as a young child. I loved the Powerpuff girls 

and I would trace the girls all the time when I was younger. That is why I thought that 

since the story was about younger me, I should focus on an artist that I really enjoyed 

when I was younger.

The 2nd right panel is the animator David Silverman of  The Simpsons. Like before, I 

decided to focus on an artist that I watched in my older years (teenage years lol). I 

enjoyed watching reruns of  the Simpsons late at night.

The last panel on the left focuses on my time in comics class copying the artist Tillie 

Walden. I really enjoyed reading Spinning in class and her art looked so real that I 

wanted to try her style which is simplistic. I don't think it looks exactly like her's but I 

tried my best. I tried to keep this panel simple as she did in her novel.

I enjoyed this project because I tried different things. I used different materials such as 

watercolor. I even inked it instead of  just using pencil lol Nick. But I really like the end 

result of  this project. It made me realize that I shouldn't care about what others think 

about my work, I should only care about my thoughts on my own work. And let me tell 

you, I like the ways this looks.



22 Panels

Post your version of  Wally Wood's 22 Panels that always work...















Recipe Book

Making Comics Recipe Book: Imagine that as a group we are creating our own Making Comics 

Textbook, for which each class member contributes a short, single chapter highlighting some element 

of  comics creation that you feel is particularly important, is unique to your own way of  working, was 

helpful to you in learning to make comics – something that stands out and you’d like to explore a bit 

in depth in terms of  organizing it in such a way to benefit others from your experience. This can 

include visual examples, process artifacts, the sorts of  things you would want to see to learn for 

yourself. We’ll discuss the form and specifics together over the term, but in addition to book-like 

formats, we can try other formats – doing it as a video, in comics form, and something online – that 

provides links to related resources.









RECIPE BOOK

This is actually not an area of 
expertise for me, but since it’s 
basically the entirety of my final 
comic, I thought it’d be fun to do.











MiniComic

Post a scan of  your mini-comic project (and any comments you 

wish to share). Bring hard copies of  your mini-comic to class with 

the intention of  giving one to everyone in class. (If  you made a 

particularly complex mini-comic such that that is not so simple, 

it's ok if  you only bring a few...) Looking forward!





This was lots of fun!! I had 
a conversation with my 
partner that was really 
similar to this months ago, 
and I've been wanting to 
make something about it 
since.



Mini Comic





This was super fun but 

also stressful. I took a 

different approach to this 

assignment. My mom 

always told me if  I missed 

her, to look at the moon 

since it is the same moon 

everywhere and that she 

would be looking at it too. 

I really enjoyed this 

project but I must say it 

was hard and took a long 

time but I am truly happy 

and proud of  how it came 

out!




